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http://www.punchcard.com
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CONCENTRATE
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Concentrate effectively.



CREATE
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Produce your best work.



CONNECT
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Connecting with others. Serendipitous encounters. SOFTWARE!



PROFESSIONAL
MATCHMAKING
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Networking and networking events.
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Freelancers 
are 30% of the 
workforce.

*

* Freelancers' Union
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2 terms:  Freelancers and co-working
Freelancers are people not employed in the traditional sense by a company as an employee, for 
example consulants
The Freelancer’s Union is the biggest body in the US representing these workers - and they make up 
30% of the population



CO-WORKING
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Is often a way of working for these freelancers:
Community space - people come together, not same industry or project
Creative, productive and constructive interaction.



40
INTERVIEWS
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Social networking sites, mobile, university educated. 
PROBLEMS: networking - hard to meet people, 3 days in pjs: physical space away from home, space for 
concentration (not Starbucks) and to meet clients - inspired by ITP - intro caro



KATE & MORTEN
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KATE: freelance copywriter-- wants to get out of house.  MORTEN: tech entrepreneur-- wants to 
network. MEMBERS.
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little things help get the job done. cafe, snacks. good coffee.
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logs on, username and password, access to wifi-- launch page 



USERS & PROFILES
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See who is logged, their availability, and sorted according to profile.
Morten notices the priority of Kate’s profile. Status. Profile: like FB/MSN



CONVERSATION
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Conversation threads, color coded filtering. Public timeline.
Morten + Kate = Networking. like Twitter



http://www.punchcard.com
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break the ice, public time



SERVICES
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conference call in a quiet room (makes reservation via dashboard), receives fax, browses 
resources in the library for inspiration



SERVICES
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meets w/ a client in conference room (reserved via dashboard)



LOCATIONS
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planning a trip to Chicago, logs into PunchCard’s Chicago site to see what’s going on there, reserves 
meeting space



EVENTS
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Later in evening, social networking workshop. When he leaves Punchcard: productive day, looking 
forward to Chicago visit.



BUSINESS
MODEL
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Not more expensive of a gym membership. Tiers and longevity. 
use at home
Comparable freelancer spaces. Far less than renting office space.
MODELS: Stand-alone, joint-venture, software licensing.



CONCENTRATE. CONNECT. CREATE.
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